Quick Christmas Projects
Block size: 12 inches
Quilt size: 30 inches square

Runner size: 18 x 42 inches

You will need:For the table topper / wallhanging
0.75m green (includes border)
0.5m background (white/cream)
1 fat quarter each of three different
reds – dark, bright, medium

For the runner
0.5m green (includes border)
1 fat quarter each background and two reds (bright and dark)

For both you will also need wadding and backing – about 3 inches larger
than the finished quilt/wall-hanging.
0.5m fabric of your choice for binding
Note that the colourings are different in my versions. Use the colouring
sheets to design your own – but remember to change my instructions to
match your colourings!

Blocks
Make four blocks for the wall-hanging; three for the runner. If you have
more fabric you can always make more blocks to make a larger quilt, or
runner.
For four wall-hanging blocks cut:From background – 16, 2½ inch squares; 24,
2⅞inch squares; 6, 5¼ inch squares.
From green – 2, 2⅞inch squares; 4, 5¼ inch
squares.
From bright red – 16, 2⅞inch squares
From dark red – 8, 4⅞ inch squares
From medium red 2, 5¼ inch squares
For three runner blocks cut:From background – 12, 2½ inch squares; 18, 2⅞inch squares
From green – 6, 2⅞inch squares; 3, 5¼ inch squares; 6, 4⅞ inch squares
From bright red – 12, 2⅞inch squares
From dark red – 6, 5¼ inch squares
To make all block centres
Pair the bright red and background 2⅞inch squares – make 8 half-square
triangle units for each block.
Pair the green and background 2⅞inch squares - make 4 half-square
triangle units for each block.

Stitch these units with the background 2½ inch
squares to make either three or four Variable Star
blocks.

To border the four quilt blocks
Cut the 5¼ inch green, background
and medium red squares into 4
diagonally.

Stitch (carefully – it’s all on the bias) each
green triangle to a background triangle.

Stitch a background triangle to 8 of these.

Stitch a medium red triangle to the
remaining 8.
Stitch these strips to the sides of the blocks as shown –

Cut the dark red 4⅞ inch squares in
half diagonally.
Stitch a triangle to each corner of the
blocks as shown to complete the
blocks.

To border the three Runner blocks
Follow the instructions for the wallhanging –
Cut the 5¼ inch dark red and green squares in four diagonally.
Stitch into rows.
Stitch these rows to the sides of the Variable Star block.

Cut the green 4⅞ inch squares in half diagonally and stitch them to the
corners of the block.

Quilt top
For the wall-hanging stitch the four blocks into pairs and then into a 2x2
square.

For the runner stitch the three blocks together into a row.

Borders
Cut four border strips from green for both the wall-hanging and the
runner. The illustrations show a 3 inch finished (cut 3½ inch) border.
Measure the quilt down the middle and cut two border strips this length.
Stitch to the sides of the quilt/runner. Press.
Measure the quilt across the middle. Cut the remaining two border strips
this length. Stitch to the top and bottom of the quilt/runner. Press.

Completion
Press the quilt/runner carefully and remove all stray threads.
Layer with wadding and backing.
Quilt as desired. I would suggest a simple ‘in the ditch’ for the main part
of the quilt and something more fancy in the wide border – some holly
leaves perhaps – depending on the pattern of the print you have used.
Bind using your preferred method.
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Remember to check through the instructions and alter them to suit the
fabrics you are using.
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